
JOURNEY II Deep-Dish
When intraoperative conditions present the need for greater levels of 
medial and lateral stability, traditionally a trade-off in outcomes was 
required, forcing the surgeon to choose stability over motion. The 
pioneering technologies of JOURNEY II TKA, demonstrated to improve 
functional outcomes, kinematic replication and patient 
satisfaction, has now expanded to address more complex primary 
total knee options.¹,² Supporting healthcare professionals
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Why Deep-Dish?
The Deep-Dish or Ultra-Congruent insert is designed to improve on results and reduce 
complications with posterior stabilization in TKA.3 It is intended to provide stability for  
a PCL that is either incompetent or removed while preserving bone stock for revisions. 

The Deep-Dish insert is designed with a highly-conforming anterior buildup intended to –

1. Increase the articular surface area in order to stabilize the femur during flexion

2. Prevent the tibia from subluxating posteriorly throughout the ROM

It should be noted that using the Deep-Dish insert will reduce the kinematic benefits found in JOURNEY II CR and BCS.

JOURNEY™ II Deep-Dish Insert

Unique Features

• 1mm polyethylene thickness increments for more precise balancing

•	 When	mated	with	a	LEGION	Revision	baseplate	with	JOURNEY	lock	detail,	allows	all	flexibility	of	LEGION	Wedges,	Stems	and	
Offset Couplers

• The JOURNEY II Deep Dish Insert is indicated to be used with and without an intact posterior cruciate ligament

• The JOURNEY II Deep Dish Insert comes in XLPE (highly cross-linked polyethylene). The combination of XLPE and OXINIUM™ 
Oxidized Zirconium is known as VERILAST™ Technology and has shown in in-vitro simulation in LEGION™ CR Knees to provide  
wear performance estimating 30 years of activity.4
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Please refer to the Instructions for Use for the full list of indications, warnings and contraindications.


